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About This Game
From the folks behind the BIT.TRIP series comes the frantic insanity that is WOAH DAVE! Help our hero, Dave Lonuts,
survive an insane alien invasion and line his pockets with shiny pennies.
Hurl alien eggs, skull bombs, and explosive WOAH blocks to stay alive and sky rocket yourself to high score fame and fortune.
The brave players who manage to survive the alien onslaught and collect the most coins will be rewarded with top placement on
the fierce online leaderboards. Do you have what it takes to be the world’s best Dave? Or will you end up playing second fiddle
to another, more powerful Dave?
Woah Dave! also features a local two-player competitive mode, where two Daves can go head-to-head in a battle to collect the
most coins. We aren’t exaggerating when we say it could very well result in ruined friendships and unsalvageable marriages.
Competitive games are good like that.
If that isn’t enough Dave for you, there’s also Bonkers Mode with more aliens, more lava, and more chances to get killed. Those
who brave the storm will be rewarded with a splendor of precious coinage; those who fail will be revoked of their License to
Dave.
Good luck, and may the best Dave win.
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woah dave vita
Great game with a 1980 feel, especially if you're familiar with Mario Bros.
Amazing music as well, as you collect pennies from defeated enemies (by throwing certain objects) while trying not to die.
EDIT: With the Deluxe version out, this game has turned into a masterpiece, adding in more maps, characters, and even bosses!
(There's another type of POW block in there after beating the boss, but you'll have to find out yourself.). EDIT: I returned to the
game after the "Deluxe" upgrade. Although the developers did add a couple more levels (effectively tripling the content), there
is still very little gameplay overall. The two new levels have only minor differences from the original. And all the "new
characters" they added are nothing more than pixel-swaps - they all move and play in exactly the same way.
Basically, I would say that if you have a strong fondness for early-to-mid-80s arcade games but wish they were a lot more
difficult, you might like Woah Dave. Even then though, I think $5 is too much for what you are getting here.
The music is still the best part of the game, by a wide margin.
My original review is below, though it's mostly obsolete now:

Even at $5, this is one of the biggest ripoffs on Steam. There is only one stage and one game mode. After 5 minutes of playtime,
you have seen virtually everything the game has to offer. I paid $1 for it on sale, and I still feel like it was a waste of money. I
can't remember the last time I played a freeware game that was so limited in scope.
People say it's an arcade game, so it's supposed to be simple, but even arcade games have multiple stages, particularly games like
Joust or Mario Bros., which are Woah Dave's closest relatives, gameplay-wise. Those two games are 30-plus years old now, and
they both have far greater ambition and longevity than this one. I would be seriously astonished if the total development time was
more than 4 hours, including art and music.
(Incidentally, the music is the best aspect by far. I wish they had included a full-length mix that we could listen to outside of the
game.)
Even a basic level editor would've helped a lot, or some other kind of customization options, but there's nothing.. It’s good, but it
feels like the endless mode to an awesome game that doesn’t exist.
This is an entry in the “elimination platformer” genre, a genre that has been dead for over a decade. Back in the days of the arcade
and early home console, this type of game was one of the supreme rulers, including classics like Bubble Bobble, Balloon Fight,
TumblePop, Joust, and Mario Bros., just to name a few.
However, when you think about all those classic games, they always had “waves” or “levels”, but Woah Dave! Just throws you into
one long level that progressively gets harder. Eggs and Skulls drop randomly from the sky, and you can throw skulls at eggs to
produce coins, or you can let the eggs hatch into monsters. If you leave the monsters alive, they will turn into three progressively
harder enemies the longer they are left alive, each which yields more coins when killed. Sometimes a UFO will appear to mess with
platforms if it’s not killed fast enough, and sometimes a “Woah block” will appear that can clear the screen of all enemies. And
that’s all there is to the game. No special items, no multipliers, no different levels with different platform structures, no surprising
new bosses or enemies. Just survive for as long as possible and collect coins for a high score. I feel like a lot of people are going to
play this for ten minutes and then forget about it.
To the game’s credit, the gameplay is surprisingly deep and skill-based. There’s a mindblow moment when you begin to realize all
the trick shots you can make just by throwing things at different moments in your jump or bouncing them off the walls to hit stuff
on lower platforms. And if you find the game too slow and monotonous, unlock the Bonkers difficulty and you should be quite
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satisfied.
It’s a solid and awesomely frantic arcade game with great physics, but it just screams for more variety, enemies, levels, and game
mechanics. I would have downvoted this game if it wasn’t for the upcoming DLC that seems to be adding some.
But even then, despite its simplicity, I can’t stop playing it.. Woah Dave! is my favorite game. This game will never get old, it always
gets harder and more challenging the farther you get into it. There are many different types of modes you can play, which makes it
even better. Woah Dave! is the best game I have played.. This for sure one of my favorite games of all time. I may not have many
hours on steam, but I have over 45 hours on other platforms. It's very fun, fast paced, simple, very simple, and yet so much
strategies and possibilities. It proves that you don't need very much to have a great time. I would highly recomend it to anybody
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This for sure one of my favorite games of all time. I may not have many hours on steam, but I have over 45 hours on other
platforms. It's very fun, fast paced, simple, very simple, and yet so much strategies and possibilities. It proves that you don't
need very much to have a great time. I would highly recomend it to anybody. Woah Dave has captivated me with its simple
"easy to learn, hard to master" playstyle. The simple pick up and play nature of it make it an easy game to play when you've got
a minute or two to spare. Desimating aliens with their own children has never been so much fun!. Retro style arcade platform
game where you try and survive aliens that hatch from eggs, while you collect as many coins as you can.
I got the game just to kill some time and ended up getting addicted to it instead. 10\/10. Retro style arcade platform game where
you try and survive aliens that hatch from eggs, while you collect as many coins as you can.
I got the game just to kill some time and ended up getting addicted to it instead. 10/10. Another amazing game from Choice
Provisions! Can't recommend enough! Gameplay is very straightforward, yet fun for hours. Those who said that this game is bad
becuase it features no tutorial couldn't have played for more than a minute. If you like old-school verses arcade games like
Mario brothers, but with a modern and fast paced gameplay you will love this game. Updated frequently to fix any bugs and
sometimes add content such as characters.
Hooked up my PlayStation 3 controller and the game recognized it immediately with no issues. Controls are tight and have no
input delay.
Excellent game! Would buy again!. EDIT:
So, aliens are attacking, and Dave needs to try and stay alive by throwing unhatched alien eggs and exploding skulls. At first, this
game injects a giant "WTF!?" in your mind...but after a few tries, you start to get the patterns. There's a strategy. Trying to keep
everything in order. But it can all go haywire quickly.
My family and I have got immense enjoyment out of this game. I can't stress enough how fun it is to play in your living room
taking turns.
Super Addictive, wonderful design, cool music, and it's from Santa Cruz!. Fun, little, challenging game. Sound track is amazing.
Don't but it for full price, for 1$ it's ok !. Woah Dave! is a deciptively simple arcade game at first, but things can quickly get out
of hand. Not immediately killing the enemies on screen makes them worth a lot more points, but also makes them much more
dangerous. This simple risk\/reward mechanic plays out nicely, and always keeps you on your feet (thumbs) as you struggle for
the high score. The game is very much "what you see is what you get", so don't expect unlocks\/a plot\/different worlds. That is
not to say that it fails. Woah Dave! has been boiled down to provide players an intense, sweaty-palms, "one more round", type of
arcade experience that few games deliver today.
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